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Abstract 
G. Karner, Nivat’s theorem for pushdown transducers, Theoretical Computer Science 97 (1992) 
245-262. 
The notions of an extended pushdown automaton (PDA) and a pushdown transducer (PDT) are 
formalized in matrix notation by generalizing the concept of a pushdown transition matrix. The 
resulting matrices form a semiring. The equivalence to “nonextended” PDAs and PDTs is shown. 
The semiring structure gives a new proof that the types reset-pushdown and one-counter are 
real-time types. Moreover, it allows the construction of the functional composition of a pushdown 
transduction and a finite transducer mapping. As an important application, Nivat’s theorem is 
generalized to rational and polynomial PDTs over arbitrary semirings. Examples include the mirror 
image of the input and the Dyck reduction. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of a rational transducer mapping is basic in formal language theory. 
These transductions can be characterized as the composition of an inverse morphism, 
the intersection with a fixed regular language, and a morphism. (This is often referred 
to as Nivat’s theorem.) Various generalizations have been studied. For example, the 
transducer may be equipped with an additional potentially infinite working tape. Aho 
and Ullman [l] discussed pushdown transducers and established an analogous 
characterization, where the regular language is replaced by a context-free one. Apart 
from that, a formalism for discussing ambiguity and probability was developed (see 
[9,3]): formal power series over (free) monoids, with coefficients in a semiring A. 
When mappings between formal power series are considered, infinite sums of elements 
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of A may occur. This is dealt with by imposing restrictions either on the mappings 
(regulated transductions, see e.g. [7]) or on the basic semiring (complete semirings, 
where arbitrary sums of elements are defined, [3, 61). Again, a characterization similar 
to the above one can be given for finite rational transductions. 
In this paper, we want to unify, as far as possible, all these generalizations. Hence, 
we will deal with pushdown transductions of formal power series. We concentrate on 
presenting the new formalism of extended pushdown matrices (PDMs). To keep the 
presentation simple, we consider only regulated transductions. Complete semirings 
will be dealt with in a forthcoming paper [S] although the constructions work also in 
this case. (However, some basic results aboutjfinite transducers have to be established 
first, and this is beyond the scope of this paper.) In Section 2, we give the basic 
definitions. Sections 3 and 4 contain technical matters. The notion of a PDM proves 
to be very useful there. In Section 5, we establish our main result: the generalization of 
Nivat’s theorem. The constructions are illustrated by means of graphs. In Section 6, 
we give some examples and apply the theorem to the inverse mappings. We suggest 
that readers who are not interested in formal details concentrate on Sections 5 and 6. 
2. Definitions 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of automata and formal power 
series ([7,9]). A summary can be found in [S]. The basic semiring is assumed to be 
commutative. 
Extended pushdown automata are normally defined in the following way. For some 
ka0, the automaton is allowed to read and replace at most k symbols of the 
pushdown tape in one state transition (see e.g. [ 11). In our notation, this is formalized 
by the concept of an extended pushdown transition matrix (PDM). Let M be a matrix in 
Ar*XT* and k30. Then M is a k-PDM if, for /7c,13k, .I 
M 
M X3.7?4 if 7t1=7r37c5, rc2=~47c5, )rc3)=k, 
X,&XI = 
0 otherwise. 
Informally speaking, a state transition depends only on the k topmost (i.e. leftmost) 
symbols of the pushdown tape (apart from the current input symbol and the finite 
control). A l-PDM is also called a reset-pushdown matrix (reset-PDM). The collection 
of all k-PDMs, where k ranges over all nonnegative integers, is denoted as A[;$ ‘*. It 
is easily verified that ApDM ’ * xr* is a semiring. In the sequel, we suppress the prefix k if we 
are not interested in its actual value. Moreover, we use the above definitions only with 
A replaced by some matrix semiring (A ((C* >>) Qx Q. A PDM M is then called cyclefree 
if (M,&)m=O for some m31. 
An extended pushdown representation (PDR) is a morphism y : Ct-+ 
wcz~QxQmr* (for some finite set Q). It is called regulated if there is an ma 1 
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such that (p(w), E) =0 for 1 WI 3 m. It is called rational if the entries of ,u(x), xeC, are in 
A’“‘((C,*>. Polynomial, A(ZUE)- and A (,X)-representations are defined similarly. 
p is extended to a mapping A’I “12((CT>>+((AQ “Q)FiM”r*)‘l “12((C2*)) by setting 
&W=C,,z:(Mw)O~( ), h w w enever this sum is well-defined. (xi.1 Mi is assumed to 
be well-defined if (&El ML, ~)=&l(Mi, ) u is a finite sum for all DE u is, Supp Mi.) 
The notions of an extended pushdown automaton (EPDA) 9 and an extended 
pushdown transducer (EPDT) Y, respectively, are now defined as follows: 
~=(Q>r,M,qo,~o,f’), r =(Q, r, P, qo, 710, P), 
where Q is a finite set of states, r is the finite pushdown alphabet, qOEQ is the initial 
state, rro~Tus is the initial pushdown symbol, PE(A (E))~” ’ (PE(A((CZ>>)~” ‘) is 
the final state vector, and ME((A((Z*)))Q~Q):*~~* (~:Z1*~((A((C2*)))QXQ)~~MXr* is 
a PDM (PDR). The entry P, is called the “weight” of the state q. The restrictions 
rational, polynomial, A(Cus)- and A(Z)-apply to M for an EPDA, and to both 
p and P for an EPDT. For A (Cus)- and A (C )-EPDTs we require supp P c E. The 
notions cycle-free and regulated carry over from M to 9 for an EPDA, and from p to 
r for an EPDT. The behaviours 119 11 and /I F I/ are given by 
II r II 09 = 2 (r, WI II r II W, where II r IIW=M%,,,P)40~ 
WEZ: 
for rEA((Cf’)), whenever the infinite sum is well-defined. A reset-PDA (reset-PDT) is 
an EPDA (EPDT), where M (p(x), XEC~) is a reset-PDM and no=&. An extended 
reset-PDA (extended reset-PDT) is an EPDA (EPDT) with no =E. (Thus, the term 
“extended” refers to the matrices M for PDAs, and to p(x), XEC,, for PDTs, whereas 
the prefix “reset-” indicates rco = a.) 
One-counter matrices (oc-matrices) are l-PDMs where the pushdown alphabet is 
a singleton p and the following conditions are satisfied: M,, = MP,P2, Mpk,pt=O for 
1 k - 1 I> 1. One-counter representations, automata, and transducers are defined as 
above. (For the last two we require rco =E.) 
A type is a 4-tuple (r,, A*, T, zT), where rT and AT are the at most countable sets of 
storage symbols and instructions, respectively, TEA{;’ rF(AT) is the type matrix and 
+ETT* the initial working tape contents. A type may be identified with its type matrix 
if the other items of the tuple are known. An A((C*>-T-automaton is a 6-tuple 
&=(Q,FT, M, qo,zT, P), where Q is a finite set of states, rT and 7~~ as above, 
M=p(T)iscycle-free(forsomep:A;+(A((C*))) Q ‘Q, where p(d)=0 for almost all d), 
qoEQ is the initial state and PE(A(E))Q~’ is the final state vector. The behaviour is 
given by II a2 /I = ((M *),,,, P)40. The restrictions “Arat ((C* >>-” etc. are defined as above. 
The collections of behaviours of A (Cue)-T-automata, where C is fixed (C E C, and 
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C, is a countable alphabet) is denoted as AT((C*)) (AT{ (C$}}). The type rpd is 
defined by (r,, Arpd, Trpd, E), where drpd = {cp,= 1PE~,UE, ~cE~Z} and 
if 7r1 =a, 
if 7t1=p7c4, rc2=rc3714, 
otherwise. 
Every A((C*))-rpd-automaton is equivalent (see Section 3) to a cycle-free reset- 
PDA (for suitable r and Q) and vice versa. The type oc is defined by 
({ p}, {d,,,, d_, dp,E,dp,P}, T, E), where the non-null entries of T are z,,=d,,,, TP.,P.+~ 
=dE+ Tpl, Pn=dP,E and Tpn+~,p”+~ = d,,,, n 20. The type fin is defined by (8, {d},(d), E). 
Note that the A ((C* ))-oc-automata (A ((C* >-fin-automata) are exactly the cycle- 
free one-counter-automata (the cycle-free finite A ((C* >-automata) defined above. 
(A reader familiar with classical automata theory may have noticed that, due to the 
use of representations, transducers are not capable of making moves with the empty 
word as input. Thus, our model corresponds to real-time transducers; see [lo], but 
also Example 6.4.) 
3. Basic propositions 
3.1. Equivalence qf some automata and transducers 
In the literature, EPDAs are rather neglected, proofs are often left to the reader 
(cf. [l, 71). This may be justified by the fact that “ordinary” PDAs suffice for the 
usual constructions. However, this is not the case with PDTs, see e.g. the shift-reduce 
parser (Cl]) or the top-down parser in matrix notation (Example 6.4). Additional 
motivation for considering EPDTs can be found in Section 4; see also the remark after 
Corollary 3.3. 
Our first goal is to show that EPDAs and EPDTs are just as easy to handle as 
PDAs and PDTs in the usual sense and, moreover, that the former and the latter are 
equivalent mechanisms for defining power series and transductions, respectively. 
Hence, we call two automata (transducers) equivalent if they have the same behaviour. 
(Our notion of equivalence is an informal one; cf. [7].) 
Our first result deals with normalization, which is a useful technical transformation. 
An automaton or transducer is called normalized if there is only one final state t (with 
“weight” a) that is different from the initial state i and there are no transitions to i or 
from t (in addition to that, a transducer may have Pi # 0). A construction similar to the 
usual ones (see e.g. [7, Theorems 10.11 and 9.41) shows that normalization is possible 
for both EPDAs and EPDTs. 
Proposition 3.1. For every rational (polynomial, A(Cu&)-) cycle-free EPDA (regu- 
lated EPDT), there is an equivalent normalized one. 
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For the proof of the equivalence mentioned above, we cannot use the constructions 
of [l] since &-transitions are introduced. This is a disadvantage as regards automata 
(see Theorem 3.5) and, in fact, impossible for transducers in matrix notation. Hence, 
we use the idea of packing several pushdown symbols in one. As a consequence, at 
most two pushdown symbols are removed or replaced in one state transition and, 
therefore, the simulation by an ordinary PDA (PDT) is possible. (There is another 
technical advantage in this construction. Observe that our definition of k-PDMs 
allows transitions that are possible only if the pushdown tape is “almost empty”, i.e. of 
length less than k. This corresponds to the empty tape of the new automaton and to 
the fact that,. in general, M,, .# M,,, Ix1 for reset-pushdown matrices M.) 
Theorem 3.2. For every rational (polynomial, A(Cue)-, A(Z)-) cycle-free EPDA 
(regulated EPDT), there is an equivalent reset-PDA (reset-PDT). 
Proof. Let 9 =(Q, r, M, go, no, P), where M is a k-PDM with k 22. Let 
r=EVrV... uTkml, rl =Tk, and define the morphism k:Tf-+T* by k([pI...pk])= 
pl...pk. Define M2~(((A((Z*)))QXQ)rxr)Jr:xr: by 
((M~)x,,x,)p,.p,=Mp,h(n,),pzh(n,) (*) 
for 7c1,7r2Erl*, P~,P~E~. It is easily verified that M2 is a reset-PDM. Then 
~1=(Q1,T1,M1,(q0,710),&,P1), where Q1=Qxi’, MI is the copy of M2 in 
((A((C*)))Q1xQ1)[~~r’ and (P1)C4,pj=6 E,P P,, is the automaton we are looking for. The 
equivalence follows from the fact that (*) defines an isomorphism. The proof for 
transducers is completely similar. 0 
Corollary 3.3. For every cycle-free EPDA (regulated EPDT) with Irl= 1, there is an 
equivalent one-counter automaton (one-counter transducer). 
Proof. In the case of an EPDA, use k=n,+n,, where n,=max~,l.~,~~zo(ln21-I~11) 
and M is an n2-PDM. For an EPDT, use k=maxXez, k,, where k, is defined as 
above. 0 
In view of the constructions of Section 4, PDMs might as well be defined as the 
elements of the subsemiring of ((A((C*)))QxQ)$*xr* that is generated by the 
l-PDMs (which are exactly the reset-pushdown matrices of [7]). The above theorem 
may, therefore, be considered as a justification for our more general definition. 
Our next goal is the modification of the support of the transition matrix, leading to 
a new proof that the types reset-pushdown (rpd) and one-counter (oc) are real-time 
types. (A type Tis called a real-time type if every power series in AT((C*)) is generated 
by an A(C)-T-automaton, i.e. &-transitions can be removed.) 
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Lemma 3.4. For every cycle-free A(Zue)-EPDA 9 there is an A(C)-EPDA .6Y1, 
whose behaviour is the quasi-regular part IIi?P 11 of /I P I). 
Proof. Let 9=(Q, r, M, qo, 7co, P), MO =(M, E)E, Ml the quasi-regular part of M. 
Since B is cycle-free, there is an m > 1 such that M,* = CT= o Mb. Hence, M,* is a PDM. 
Now we define M2~(((A(C))QXQ)prD*~r*){o~1}X(o~1) by 
By [7, Theorem 4.231, we have 
Furthermore, by [7, Theorem 3.101, M*=(Mo+M1)*=(M:M1)*M;= 
(E+(M,*M,)+)M$. Hence, II~lll=(((Mo*M,)‘M,*),o,EP)YO; an easy computation 
shows that 
where Q1=Qx {O,lj, (P1)~4,0~=0, (P )1 (4, 1j =P, and M3 is the copy of M2 in 
((A(Z))Q1’Q1);;$*, is the automaton we are looking for. Cl 
The usual normalization procedure allows the addition of ( (( g (1, E)E. Hence, we obtain 
the following result. 
Theorem 3.5. The types rpd, oc and fin are real-time types. 
Proof. Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.2 (Corollary 3.3). 0 
Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.3 are already known. However, our construction is 
different from the usual one and makes use of the fact that the PDMs form a semiring. 
As a consequence, the structure of the transition matrix is preserved when the s-edges 
are removed. Moreover, commutativity of the basic semiring is not necessary. On the 
other hand, Lemma 3.4 cannot, in general, be applied to automata more general than 
the cycle-free ones (see [7]). 
3.2. Inverse morphisms and the Hadamard product 
It is a well-known fact that inverse morphisms (see Section 6.2 for the definition) are 
realized by regulated finite rational transducers. For technical reasons, we need an 
explicit construction since we want to replace the rational transducer by a polynomial 
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one (under suitable conditions). Moreover, the construction may be of interest also on 
its own. 
Proposition 3.6. Assume that h:Zf+Z: is a morphism. Then h-‘: A((Z:>-+A((Cf> 
is a regulated jinite rational transduction. 
Proof. Let C3={x~C1) h(x)#~}, C4=C1-C3; furthermore, Q=(uEC,* I3u,~C,f, 
XEC 3: vu1 = h(x)}, the set of proper prefixes of h(C,). Then we define the rational 
substitution a:C:+Ara’((CT> and the representation p:Z~+(Arat((C~>)QXQ by 
a(x) = char(Cf)x and 
Since r~ is s-free, p is regulated. Induction on the length of EC; (we have to consider 
the three cases, where qz = E, q2 and u have a common suffix, or neither of the two 
conditions holds) shows that 
rwF, q2 = wz 44. 
h(w)$=u 
We now define y =(Q, p, E, P) with P, = J,,,char(Cx) and obtain, for all EC:, 
IIFII(u)=(p(~)P)~=p(u)~,~char(C,*)= c o(w)char(Cf)=h-l(u). 0 
WEZ: 
h(w)=0 
We need some notation for our next corollary. Let k ~0 and define pk~A(CT), 
sk~Ara’((CT)) by p,=char(suC4u... UC:), sk=(pkchar(C,))*pk. Note that the power 
series Sk are “typical” ,X,-limited power series, in the sense that, for any such s, there is 
a k such that supp s c supp Sk or, equivalently, so Sk = s. We want to emphasize that the 
crucial point in the next corollary is the transducer being polynomial. 
Corollary 3.7. Let h and sk be as aboue. Then the mapping T : A((CT))+A((CT >>, where 
$r)=h-l(r)Osk for all rEA((C,*)), zs a regulated jinite polynomial transduction. 
Proof. In the above construction, replace the substitution rs by the polynomial 
substitution C:Z,*+A(CF) with O(x)=p,x and set P,=p,. 0 
Another important operation is the Hadamard product with a fixed power series s. 
For rational s, this mapping is a (finite) rational transduction ([7, Theorem 9.181). In 
view of Theorem 3.5, the proof can be used verbatim to yield Proposition 3.8. 
Proposition 3.8. Assume that SEA”‘~((C*)) (sEA”“((C*>). Then the mapping 
T: A((C*>+A<C*)), where t(r)=rOsfor all rEA((C*>, is an A(C)-pushdown trans- 
duction (an A(C)-one-counter transduction). 
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4. Composition of transductions 
In this section, we generalize the standard matrix construction (using the Kronecker 
product) for the composition of two transductions. Since even in the case A = B 
pushdown transductions are not closed under functional composition (see [l, Exercise 
3.1.26]), we only consider the case where one of the transductions is finite, i.e. realized 
by a finite transducer. (In the sequel, the letter e with subscript denotes a row vector of 
unity.) 
Proposition 4.1. Assume that FI is a regulated EPDT, F2 a regulatedfinite transducer. 
Then there is a regulated EPDT F satisfying 
II r II (4 = II y-2 II ( II 31 II 69) 
for all reA((Cf >. F is rational (polynomial) if both FI and F2 are. 
Pmof. Let ~-l=(Q1,r,~~,q1,710,P1), 5-2=(Q2,p2,q2,Pd Wedefine Q=iuQ1 x Qzut, 
where i and t are new states, and ,u(x), XGC,, by 
i. 
0 eq,~2(eq,bhC&,,d eq,~2(eq,~(1(x),,,~2P1)P2 
P(-4n,,n2= 0 P2(Pl(x)~,,n,) P2bhMq,n,P1)Pz 1 . 
0 0 0 
By the proof of [7, Theorem 9.61, ,U is rational if both F1 and r2 are. If Y1 and Y2 are 
polynomial, then so is p since it is defined by finite sums. 
For F,E(A((C~)))‘~Q~ and P,E(A((C~)))~~“, we define the matrices 
F;E((A((Z~*)))‘~QI)~~MX~* and P;E(A((C~*)))~~ “‘)&‘* by 
(~;)7(,,A2=bLl,XZ~1~ (p;)K,,K2=4T1,x2p1. 
Next we set A’=(A((CS)))p6*MXr* and define, for Fz~((A((CT >>)’ ’ ‘)’ ’ Q2 and 
P2~((A((C3*)))1x1)Q2x1, the matrices F;E((A’)‘~‘)‘~Q~ and P~E((A’)‘“‘)~~“’ by 
((F;),),,,7[L=~R,,X2(F2)4) ((p~),)*,,n~=ijrr,,n,(P2)q. 
Then the copy of p(x) in (A’)Q”Q can be written as 
i.e. /* is in fact a pushdown representation (here we have pZ(eb, P~(x))E((A’)~ xQ1)Q2XQ2; 
hence, p(X)(i,Ql x Q2)@(A’)l xQ1)1xQ2=(A’)‘“(QlxQ2) etc.). 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of [7, Theorem 9.81. 0 
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(The above proof makes implicit use of [7, Lemma 6.81, which has to be generalized to 
pushdown representations. Its proof can be used also in this case, and this remark is 
true also in similar situations in the rest of the paper.) 
Our next result deals with the composition in reverse order, i.e. the finite transduc- 
tion is applied first. To avoid infinite summation of PDMs, which normally does not 
define a PDM again, we restrict ourselves to the case of a polynomial finite transduc- 
tion (see also Corollary 3.7 and Lemma 4.3). In this case, the semiring structure of the 
PDMs is essential for generalizing the construction from [7], and an EPDT results, 
even if we started with a PDT in the usual sense. (In fact, this was the main reason for 
considering PDMs and EPDTs.) 
Proposition 4.2. Assume that FI is a regulated finite polynomial transducer, F2 is 
a regulated extended reset-pushdown transducer. Then there is a regulated EPDT 
F satisfying 
II r II (4 = II y-2 II ( II r-1 II 09) 
for all r~A((1:)). F is rational or polynomial if F2 is so. 
Proof. Let~-,=(Q,,~L1,ql,P1),~~=(Q2,r,~L2,qZ,&,PZ).WedefineQ=iuQlxQ,ut, 
where i and t are new states, and p(x), x~C,, by 
i 
0 eq,~2(eq,~l(-4h,,., eql~l(ey,lll(x)P1)H1.7[2P2 
Ax) n,.nx= 0 Pz(P1(X))q,n, P2(P1(4Pl)x,,nZP2 
0 0 0 :i 
for all ni, n2~T*. Since p2 is applied to polynomial matrices, the result is a PDM. 
(Observe that the semiring structure of the PDMs is necessary here.) By the same 
argument, p is rational or polynomial if F2 is so. The rest of the proof is similar to that 
of Proposition 4.1. 0 
As indicated above, the restriction of F1 being polynomial may sometimes be too 
strict. The following technical variant will be needed in Section 5. 
Lemma 4.3. Assume that h : .Zz -+C: is a morphism. Let F = (Q, P, u, qO, E, P) be a regu- 
lated rational EPDT with input alphabet C3 and output alphabet C,. Suppose that u(z) is 
a diagonal matrix for ZE.Z~~ (where .Z31 = {z~C, I h(z)=&}). Then there is a regulated 
rational EPDT FI satisfying 
II yI II 09= II 9 IIW’O9) 
for all cA((C;)). 
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Proof. Let Ml =Ld:, ~(4, M2 =Lz,, p(z). Observe that M2 is a rational PDM 
and a diagonal matrix by the assumptions about p. We claim that the same holds for 
Mi. By a generalization of [7, Theorem 6.101, we have M1 = M:. Now by [7, 
Theorem 4.201, Ml is a diagonal matrix and (M,),,,.,=6,1,K~((MZ)X,,KI)*. Since M2 is 
a PDM, the same holds for Ml by the definition of a PDM. Moreover, Ml is rational 
by [7, Theorem 8.41. Let now r-2 = (Q2, p2, q2, P2) as in Proposition 3.6 and define 
Qr and pi as above. By the special form of the words in supp p2(x) and supp P2, the 
infinite summation in the definition of pi(x), XEC,, amounts to computing Ml. 
Hence, pi is a rational extended pushdown representation. The rest of the proof is 
similar to that of Proposition 4.2. q 
5. Nivat’s theorem 
In this section, we establish our main result: pushdown transductions can be 
characterized as the composition of an inverse morphism, the Hadamard product 
with a fixed algebraic power series (subject to suitable restrictions) and a morphism. 
In the first part, we deal with the decomposition. Let Y=(Q,r,~,qO,rro, P) be 
a fixed regulated rational EPDT. By Proposition 3.1, we may assume that Y is 
normalized. In the beginning, we also assume that C, n C,=@ Our task is now to 
construct morphisms h,, t = 1,2, and a power series s such that 
(1) 
for all reA((CT)). A “natural” choice for h, is the projection of (C,uC,)* on CF. The 
condition (5.1) is then satisfied by setting 
s= c Ilsll(W)WEA~(C1uC2)*~ 
wez: 
since h,(h;‘(r)os)=h,(C,~,~: k, w)I/ .F llW4=CwE~: (r, 4 II r II(w)= Ily II(r). How- 
ever, we want s to be C,- and/or C2-limited (under suitable conditions). Hence, we 
“mix” input- and output-symbols: 
s= 2 C (~L(Xl)n,,n,)i.qlX1”‘(~L(X,),“~,,,)q.~,,tX,, 
n>o B I,..., n,-,c/-* 
ql..-.,q.-1eQ 
x,. . . . . X,EZ, 
i.e. every input symbol is preceeded by the output it causes. The power series s may be 
viewed as an encoding of the mapping 11 F 11. 
The construction can be illustrated as follows. For the sake of simplicity, we assume 
Ci = (xi, x2>. Figure 1 shows a typical part of the transducer Y. The input x, together 
with pushdown tape contents nr and internal state q1 yields the transition to tape 
contents rc2 and internal state q2, and the power series rr is emitted. (If rt=O, the 
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corresponding transition is impossible.) The rational automaton ~2 generating s is 
now constructed as follows: in the transition from (rcr, ql) to (rc2, q2), the power series 
rlxl +r,xZ~Arat(((C1uCZ)*)) is emitted. This is depicted in the upper part of Fig. 2. 
In the next step, we want to replace the rational automaton d by a “letter- 
by-letter-automaton”, more formally speaking, by an A(C,uC2)-automaton SZ?‘. For 
technical reasons, d’ will be subject to the additional restriction that Cz-transitions 
do not change the pushdown tape contents, i.e. 
(M BI,X2,y)=0 for ~E.Z~ and rc1#rc2. (2) 
(This is referred to as the “diagonal matrix condition”.) 
Let A be a set in a one-to-one correspondence to the (finitely many) different matrix 
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I (Pd@x2) x2 4142 ‘2 
Fig. 3. 
generated by a finite A(Z,)-automaton &4d;;“;l, =(Q,d;;‘;l,, M4d;“l, i4d;&, Pqd;&). This is 
depicted in the lower part of Fig. 2, where i, is a typical final state. The new automaton 
d’ is shown in Fig. 3. The state set contains all sets Q,d;“;,. The direct transition 
(z1,q1)+(z2,q2) now yields only (r1,s)Xr +(r2,s)X 2, while the quasiregular parts of 
Y, are generated by transitions via the states in Q,“;&. 
Proposition 5.1. The pushdown transduction realized by F can be decomposed accord- 
ing to(l), where s~A”‘~(((C~UC~)*> is Cl-limited. The automaton generating s satisfies 
the diagonal matrix condition (2). If F is polynomial, then s is also Cl-limited. 
Proof. We define, for WEIT, matrices M,E((A’“‘(((C,UC,)*)))Q~~)~~MX’* by M,= E, 
M,=,u(x)@x, M,,= M,M,. induction on the length of w shows that 
(M,, 4 = (144 4, (*) 
hz(Mw)=/4w). (**) 
Now we define the normalized rational EPDA d =(Q, F, M, i, Q, P’) with the 
quasi-regular transition matrix M =&z, M, and Ph=6,,,, and put 
s’= IId II =((M*)n,,,)i,t, s = s’ + 11 F I/ (E). 
By construction, s is .X,-limited if Y is polynomial. We now show that M* (and, 
hence, s) is C,-limited. Since Y is regulated, there is a k> 1 such that (p(w), E)=O for 
lwl>k. Assume that u=~~xu~~~~supp(M*), where XU~EC~, Iuz13k. Then 
(M*,u)=(Mh,(u,)x,U1.~)(MU2,Uz)(Mh,(U3),U3)=0 
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by (*), contradicting the assumption. Next we show that (1) is satisfied. We have 
hz(h; ‘(~)~s)=h~(char(Cf)os)=h,( /I F /I (E))= 11 F/I (E), 
for WGC: by (**). Now (1) follows from the linearity of the operations involved. 
Our remaining task is to construct an A (C,uC,)-reset-PDA for s satisfying (2). By 
Theorem 3.2, we obtain a rational reset-PDA &” generating s’. A slight modification 
of the proofs of [7, Theorems 11.46 and 11.471, as was indicated in the informal 
discussion above, yields an A (C,uC,)-reset-PDA &’ for s’ that satisfies (2). By 
a construction similar to that of [7, Theorems 10.11 and 11.141, we obtain an 
A (C,uC,)-reset-PDA 9’ generating s. Moreover, the validity of (2) can be preserved 
in the transition from .d’ to 9. 0 
The second part of this section deals with “synthesis”: a mapping r is given in the 
form 
T(r)=k2(k;l(r)os) (3) 
(wherer~A((CT>>,sEAalg((~3*))and k,:C: +C: are arbitrary morphisms, t = 1,2), and 
an EPDT Y realizing T has to be constructed. Any such z is called an algebraic 
transduction (cf. [a]). In the sequel, we use the notation Z3t = {zEC~ I k,(z) = E}. We also 
generalize the “diagonal matrix condition” to 
(M rr,,n,,~)=O for ZEC~~ and 7c1#n2. (4) 
Corollary 5.2. Every regulated rational pushdown transduction is an algebraic 
transduction. 
In view of the remark preceding Proposition 4.2, our assumptions seem to be far too 
general. A remedy was already given in Corollary 3.7. The underlying idea will be 
illustrated in a special case. Assume that CJ=C1uCZ, C,nC, =f$, and kl is the 
projection of C: on Cf. The transducer realizing k; ’ (according to Proposition 3.6) is 
depicted in Fig. 4, where x1 is a typical input symbol and the only final state has 
“weight” char(C:). Assume now that the power series s is ,X,-limited. (This is a rather 
“natural” restriction, see Proposition 5.1.) Then in computing the Hadamard product 
T 
“I: f-l x/char(C~)xl 
Fig. 4. 






with s, most of the symbols inserted by F1 will be “cut away” again. Thus, Y1 may be 
replaced by a transducer YZ, as is shown in Fig: 5. The constant k is determined by 
s (see also the remark preceding Corollary 3.7). The only state has “weight” 
char(euZ*u... UC:) now. Observe that YZ is a polynomial transducer! 
Lemma 4.3 shows another way of coping with infinite summation of PDMs: the star 
of a diagonal matrix is again a PDM. (Proposition 5.1 motivates the requirements of 
Lemma 4.3.) Apart from the preceding considerations, s is assumed to be Z,,-limited 
to assure that t is well-defined for all of A((CT)). 
Proposition 5.3. Assume that s is C ,,-limited [the A(C,)-reset-PDA generating s 
satisfies (4)]. Ifs is C,,-limited, then there is a polynomial (rational) regulated EPDT 
realizing the transduction T: A((CT>>+A((C,*)) given by (3). 
Proof. If s is C,,-limited, then by Corollary 3.7 and Propositions 3.8 and 4.2, we 
obtain an EPDT Y satisfying 
If (4) is satisfied, Y is given by Lemma 4.3. By [7, Theorem 9.231, h2 can be realized by 
a regulated finite polynomial transducer since s is Z,,-limited. Our claim now follows 
by Proposition 4.1. Cl 
We want to emphasize a slight difference between polynomial and rational trans- 
ducers: the construction of the former does not use the diagonal matrix condition (4). 
This is implicitly used in dealing with the inverse transduction, Section 6.2. Moreover, 
in (3), s may as well be defined by an algebraic system (cf. Example 6.1). 
Before we combine the above results to obtain a characterization, we need some 
additional notation. First, input and output alphabet need not be disjoint. (In fact, the 
case C1 =C2 occurs rather frequently; see Section 6.) This situation is coped with as 
follows: Let C; = {xi 1 xZ~C2} be a copy of CZ disjoint from Ci. Then the morphism 
h;:(C,uC;)*+Cf, where h;(xl)=E, h;(x;)=x2 for X,E& is called pseudoprojection 
(of(Z,uCi)* on C$). 
Second, corollaries dealing with one-counter and finite transductions are easily 
obtained. To shorten the statements, we introduce the notion of a T-transduction, 
where T is a type. We do not want to discuss the notion in general since this is far 
beyond the scope of this paper. We simply use rpd-transduction, oc-transduction, and 
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fin-transduction as an abbreviation for reset-pushdown, one-counter, and finite trans- 
ductions, respectively. 
Now we are in the position to state our main result. 
Theorem 5.4 (“Nivat’s theorem”). Let T be one of the types rpd, oc, or fin, and 
2: A((Cf ))+A((C:> be a mapping. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) z is a regulated polynomial (rational) T-transduction. 
(ii) For all ~EA((C~)), 
t(r)=hz(h;l(r)os), 
where h,:CJ+C: are morphisms, t= 1,2, and SEA~((.Z~)) is both C31- and CJZ- 
limited (s is C,,-limited and the A(C3 )-T-automaton generating s satisjes the diagonal 
matrix condition (4), where CJt = {zEC, 1 h,(z)=&}). 
Moreover, in (ii), the morphisms h, and h2 can be chosen to be a projection and 
a pseudoprojection, respectively. 
Proof. From Propositions 5.1 and 5.3 and Theorem 3.2 for the type rpd, and from 
Corollary 3.3 for oc. 0 
We conclude this section with some remarks. Aalg((Z* >> coincides with ATPd((C* >> 
by [7, Theorem 13.51. By the theorem of Kleene-Schtitzenberger, Afi”((C*)) = 
A’“‘((C*)). The characterization of polynomial finite transductions is new, whereas 
the result for rational finite transductions is well-known since the “diagonal matrix 
condition” holds trivially in the finite case. 
6. Applications of the theorem and examples 
After two illustrative examples of pushdown transductions, the borderline to 
algebraic transductions is shown by a counterexample. We also give examples of 
one-counter transductions. Finally, we use the “Nivat decomposition” to obtain some 
results on inverse transductions. 
6.1. Pushdown and one-counter transductions 
Example 6.1 (Mirror image). Assume that C is an alphabet containing at least two 
letters. Denote the mirror image of WEC* by wR and extend it pointwise to power 
series. The transduction z : A ((C* ))+A ((Z* > mapping Y on rR is a regulated poly- 
nomial pushdown transduction. This can be shown as follows. Let c= (X 1 XEZ} be 
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a copy of C, h and I? the projection and pseudoprojection of (CUE)* on C*, 
respectively. Define, for w@CuJ?)*, W by E=E, xw =xw, Xw=xW. Now set 
s= 1 w: 
M’t(FZ)* 
&,_#R 
Clearly, s is algebraic and satisfies 
rR=h(hK1(r)os). (*) 
Since s is C-limited and C-limited, we may apply Theorem 5.4. (Observe that (*) holds 
also ifs is replaced by the algebraic power series s’= CwEr: wWR, showing only that r is 
an algebraic transduction; cf. the discussion before Proposition 5.1.) 
Example 6.2 (Dyck reduction). The well-known Dyck reduction p (cf. [a]) is an 
A (Cus)-pushdown transduction that is not regulated. The formal proof can be found 
in [S] and is omitted here. In case of a one-letter alphabet, p is an A(Cu.s)- 
one-counter transduction. If A = B, p cannot be realized by a finite rational transducer. 
Example 6.3 (Hadamard and Hurwitz product). By Proposition 3.8, the Hadamard 
product with a fixed algebraic power series s is an rpd-transduction (an oc-transduc- 
tion, if s~A”“((C*))). However, this is not true for the Hurwitz product. Let J? be 
a copy of .Z and define the rational substitution CJ: Z*+A’“‘(((CuZ)*)) by 
a(x)=char(C*).?. Then by [7, Theorem 9.201, 
where hl is the projection from (Cur)* on I*, h2(x)=h2(X)=x and s’=a(s)char(C*). 
Thus w is an algebraic transduction. However, we cannot apply Theorem 5.4 since s’ 
is not r-limited. Moreover, LL cannot be a rational pushdown transduction since w w s 
is not rational, in general. 
Example 6.4 (LL(k)-parsing). Let G=(@, Z,P,S) be a reduced LL(k)-grammar. By 
[l], a (non-real-time, cf. Section 2) transducer producing a left parse for every weL(G) 
can be constructed. Assume now that G contains no variables from which only E can 
be derived. (Such variables can be eliminated effectively without violating the LL(I<)- 
property.) This implies that the number of consecutive state transitions with empty 
input label is bounded. Hence, by a construction similar to that of Lemma 3.4, 
the parser can be replaced by an EPDT in the sense of our definition. (The 
reader is referred to [l] for the notions used in this example. The formal details are 
given in [4].) 
6.2. Inverse transductions 
The symmetry between input and output alphabet, as it occurs in Theorem 5.4, 
motivates considering the inverse mapping t-l. (It is defined by extending (t - 1 (v), w) 
= (z(w), v) linearly to power series.) This is easily done by the following Lemma, which 
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follows straightforwardly from the above definition. It states that the decomposition 
of t- ’ is obtained by interchanging hi and h,. 
Lemma 6.1. Let h,: Z:-+C: be morphisms, t= 1,2, C,,={zeC, 1 h,(z)=&}. Let 
EA((C:> be C31- and C,,-limited and T(r)=hz(h;‘(r)os) for reA((CT>. Then 
~-'(r')=hl(h;l(r')os)for ~'EA((C;>. 
Combining this with Theorem 5.4, we obtain the following characterization. 
Theorem 6.2. Let T be the type rpd, oc, or fin, and 5 : A ((Cf >-A ((Cf > a mapping. 
Then z is a regulated polynomial T-transduction iff 7-l is. 
The next result deals with rational transductions. 
Theorem 6.3. Let z be as above. Then z is a regulated finite rational transduction if 
s -’ : A(Cq)+A(IT) is ajinite polynomial transduction. 
Proof. By a generalization of Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 6.1; see Section 7. 0 
The “only if” part can be generalized to the types rpd and oc. This is not true for the 
“if” part, as is shown by Example 6.3. (The “inverse shuffle” is polynomial by Theorem 
5.4, since h2 is nonerasing.) 
7. Further generalizations and conclusion 
For the sake of simplicity, the presentation was restricted to regulated transduc- 
tions over a commutative semiring. With little modifications, we can get rid of either 
or both conditions. When the domain of transductions is restricted to polynomials, 
the transductions need no longer be regulated. The condition “C,,-limited” in The- 
orem 5.4 may then be dropped. (In case of a rational transduction, C3i and C3* have 
to be disjoint then.) 
A careful study of the proofs shows that the commutativity of the basic semiring is 
used only at certain points. If a (finite) rational transduction is applied to a rational 
power series, the result is a rational power series again, provided the coefficients of the 
power series commute with those of the representation involved. Similarly, the 
composition of transductions using the Kronecker product is possible if the coeffic- 
ients of the two representations commute with each other (the formal details are given 
in [S]). 
The latter condition always holds if one of the transductions is a morphism or 
inverse morphism. As a consequence, Nivat’s theorem holds also in the noncom- 
mutative case! (A”‘g((Cz)) has to be replaced by Arpd((Cz> since the transition from 
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a proper algebraic system to an s-free pushdown automaton is possible only in the 
commutative case; see also the remark after Theorem 3.5.) 
Summing things up, we want to say that in Sections 4 and 3.2 some basic technical 
difficulties that occur when infinite transducers are defined by matrix representations 
were solved. It seems that the constructions may be applied also in a more general 
set-up (see the remark after Corollary 3.3). On the otherhand, some parts were 
simplified by the restriction to pushdown transducers. In particular, the construction 
of Theorem 3.2 cannot be generalized. Thus, a direction of possible development is 
indicated, although a lot of technical problems are still open. 
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